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ANALYSIS

Yemen: Humanitarian Access Snapshot (1 June - 31 July 2018)
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The reported access incidents reflect the challenging operational
environment humanitarian partners face in many parts of Yemen. 

Access challenges have been most acute in Al Hudaydah since
mid-June, when the current military offensive began in the west
coast districts. Al Hudaydah was the only governorate where
partners encountered all five types of access impediments in 
June-July, including restrictions in the movement of organizations,
personnel or goods into Yemen.  

Military operations in Al Hudaydah impeded numerous
humanitarian activities during the reporting period. Although the
Rapid Response Mechanism (RRM) reached tens of thousands of
households, ongoing hostilities hindered the delivery and
provision of lifesaving assistance to people in need, including
many trapped behind frontlines.  

Overall, the most pervasive access challenges are  administrative
in nature. Of the 85 incidents reported across Yemen, 79 per cent
involved interference in humanitarian operations or restrictions
to humanitarian movements. A total of 190 UN staff were delayed
or denied access to people in need due to administrative
restrictions.
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Number of incidents by district
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*Estimated number of people affected by the interruption of services or delays in
 delivery of assistance.

Methodology: This snapshot is based on humanitarian partners' reports of access-related
issues during a two-month period. Although the report indicates wider access dynamics
encountered in many parts of Yemen, it only covers areas where organisations have
been able to maintain a sustained humanitarian presence.


